Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF), tissue reflectance oximetry (TRO) and pulse oximetry (PO) and cold pressor test (CPT) were used to assess the microcirculation parameters and the activation of regulatory mechanisms. LDF and TRO samples wavelet transform in the frequency bands 0.01-2 Hz was used to evaluate microvascular disturbances in rheumatic diseases and to assess the vascular involvement in the pathological process. The spectral components of LDF and TRO signals associated with endothelial, adrenergic, intrinsic smooth muscle, respiratory and cardiac activities were analyzed. Significant difference between healthy and rheumatology subjects was identified in perfusion parameters. Spectral analysis of the LDF signal revealed significant difference between two group of high (>0.1 Hz) frequency pulsations. Based on the analysed of the perfusion and amplitudes oscillation in the frequency band the decision rule for detection microvascular disturbances were synthesized. The perfusion parameter and amplitude oscillation associated with cardiac activities included in the decision rule. Based on the measured parameters and the result of wavelet transform LDF-and TRO-signals the parameters for detection of complications associated with microvascular disturbances and their possible causes were proposed.
INTRODUCTION
According to international statistics, 8 .4% of women and 5% of men suffer from rheumatic diseases (RD) 1 . RD represents a large group of nosological forms of various origin. Unifying factors of all rheumatic diseases are the localization of the main pathological process in connective tissue and their clinical manifestation in the form of joint syndrome. Development of RD causes damage to the internal organs, which, together with the main manifestations of the disease, leads to disability in the first ten years of the disease course, loss of work ability and decrease life expectancy 1 
.
Microvascular disturbances are unifying link in the pathogenesis of all RD. These disturbances are manifested in deviations and abnormalities in vascular tone regulation, disorders of blood microcirculation and morphological microvascular structure changes. Among the most common clinical forms of microvascular disturbances manifestation are increasing vascular wall permeability, formation of vasculitis, mucoid swelling of the vessels wall with a narrowing of their lumen, symmetrical paroxysmal spasm of arteries, arterioles caused by cold, emotional stress and dilatations of the capillary network, changes in the density of capillaries, their asymmetry, and the formation of branching capillaries, megacapillaries, microhemorrhagia and avascular regions [2] [3] [4] . Development of these microvascular disturbances cause an imbalance in the concentrations of the main chromophores of the skin (oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin) and destructuring of components of the vascular wall. The combination of these processes provokes the development of complications, which cause the development of hypoxia, edema of tissues and the appearance of necrobiotic processes 5 . The involvement of vessels in the pathological process can lead to aggravation of the disease and in most cases influences the strategy of treatment and prognosis of the disease in general.
To study microvascular system functional state in vivo different non-invasive methods of optical reflectance spectroscopy 6 , optical coherence tomography (OCT) 7 , laser speckle imaging 8 , laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) 9 , polarization-based imaging 10 and other have been applied. The LDF is based on the probing of biological tissue by using laser radiation and the extraction of a phase shift (Doppler shift) of registration signal. This signal is formed as a result of reflect and scatter light from moving red blood cells and is determined by the speed of their movement 11 . The main parameter recorded by the LDF is perfusion (I m ).
For evaluation of the skin main chromophores (oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin) tissue reflectance oximetry (TRO) and pulse oximetry (PO) are applied. The TRO is based on measuring different hemoglobin fractions spectrophotometrically. The main parameter recorded by the TRO is tissue oxygen saturation (S t O 2 ). This parameter describes the percentage of oxyhaemoglobin on the background of the all haemoglobin fractions (oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin) sum. The PO registers percent oxyhemoglobin (oxygen saturation) in the arterial blood (S a O 2 ).
The LDF and TRO together with the wavelet transform are capable of providing vast amounts of physiological data. This data comes in the form of frequency bands (0.0095-1.6 Hz), which reflect the different regulation mechanisms of skin blood flow 12 . Oscillations of skin blood flow observed in the frequency band 0.6 to 1.6 Hz and 0.2 to 0.6 Hz are associated with heart and respiratory activities 13 , respectively, whereas oscillations in the 0.0095 to 0.1 Hz frequency band are related to myogenic 14 , neurogenic 14 , and endothelial activities 16 .
Additional possibilities in the study of microcirculatory bed and in the evaluation of microvascular disturbances are the use of functional tests, for example, cold pressor test, occlusion test, respiratory, and etc. The cold pressor test (CPT) application is perspective for the evaluate of microcirculatory disturbances. The choice of this functional test is due to the fact that during RD a failure in response to cold stimulation of a vasomotor center is observed, which leads either to an increased spasm of the vessels, or to vasodilation.
For the more intensive introduction of diagnostic methods into clinical practice not only the development of study protocols but and the detection of diagnostically parameters, which could be used for the development of decisive rules for revealing of presence or absence of various disorders are important.
The aim of this work is a detection of diagnostic parameters obtained within the studies utilizing LDF, TRO, and PO techniques, CPT and wavelet transform of LDF and TRO signals, as well as the development of decisive rule for detection of microvascular disturbances and associated complications.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study protocol
Study protocol consisted in the registration of microcirculatory bed parameters using LDF, TRO and PO before and after cooling (Table 1) . Cooling during CPT was carried out for 5 min, patient's arms were submerged in cold water. 
Measured and calculated parameters
During of the studies LDF, TRO and PO signals were measurement. The obtained LDF and TRO signals were decomposed using a wavelet transform 17 . The wavelet coefficients were counted for the frequency band 0.01 to 2 Hz. Power spectral density was calculated for three records of LDFs and TROs for each patient. The integral wavelet spectra were averaged over the group of patients. The energy distribution for every frequency band has been calculated.
Myogenic tone (МТ) and rate of oxygen consumption (OC) were used for detection of complications associated with microvascular disturbances. These parameters were calculated by the method presented in the article 18 with using the C measured par evaluate the nutritive bed,
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental studies results showed that CPT evokes different reaction from the microcirculatory bed in HV and PRD. Figure 2 presents the results of perfusion change during CPT and averaged over both groups wavelet spectra in BT1 19 . From Fig.2(a) one can see that throughout the study, significant differences in perfusion between the study groups were observed, herewith PRD has higher perfusion in basal state then HV. The cooling provokes the vasoconstriction which leads to the perfusion decrease. The vasoconstriction is more evident in HV.
Analysis of averaged over HV and PRD wavelet spectra in BT1 showed high frequency pulsations of the blood flow have larger energy in PRD than in НV, herewith the difference is significant above the frequency of 0.24 Hz (p < 0.01). Immediately after the cooling the difference between HV and PRD in the low-frequency part of the spectra doesn't observe, at the same time the difference in the energy of high frequency pulsations becomes more significant. After 20 minutes a total restore of blood flow, as far as spectral composition of the LDF signals, have been observed. As was previously stated in the work 19 this reaction is associated with a weak damping capacity of the vascular bed due to a decrease in the elasticity of the vascular wall and increase its stiffness, and also because of morphological disturbances arising during RD (formation of megacapillaries, thinning of the capillary network).
Analysis of MT and OC between the study groups revealed the significance of their differences in BT3. A higher level of MT in PRD (Fig.3a) indicates the closure of precapillary sphincters and the decrease of blood circulation in capillaries. The increase of MT and decrease of I m regarding their level in BT1 is a sign of increased of the vascular wall spasmodic.
Differences in OC and decrease of this parameter in PRD (Fig.3b) indicate the possible violations of the microvascular bed surface of the smallest arterioles and capillaries. The decrease of OC against the background of MT increase is a sign of reduction of oxygen diffused through the vessels walls. These processes could lead to hypoxia, edema of tissues and the appearance of necrobiotic processes at untimely diagnostics and absence of treatment.
An analysis of the possible causes of these pathological changes revealed their association with an increase of myogenic tone, as well as its combination with venous stasis. So MT, OC, and also A c /A r can be used as an additional diagnostic criterias for detection of complications associated with microvascular disturbances and their possible causes.
Based on the obtained results and on the differences between groups, the perfusion values and the maximum amplitude oscillations during CPT were used to the synthesis of the decision rule for diagnose microcirculatory disorders in RD. These parameters satisfy the principles of statistical independence, as well as the significance of the differences of their values, calculated for the PRD and HV.
Linear discriminant analysis was choose for synthesis of the decision rule. This method is easy to implement and allows to get the final result in the form of a discriminant function with high quality of the classification. Linear discriminant analysis proved itself well for classification of medical data 9, 20 . The discriminant function is synthesized in such a way as to provide high sensitivity while providing excellent specificity. The sensitivity and specificity for the classification rule for a different combination of measured parameters are presented in the Table 3 .
As can be seen from the Table 3 , the lowest level of error is obtained with the combination of I m and amplitude of pulse wave immediately after cooling (BT2). Fig.4(a) shows the scatter plot of the experimental data with applied discriminant line that divides the experimental points into two groups (HV, PRD). The immediate diagnostic criterion, with the aid of the discriminant function, allows relating of a newly measured subject to one of the two groups: 
CONCLUSION
The proposed approach that based on application of LDF, TRO and PO during a CPT and with the following wavelet transform of LDF and TRO signals could be used for evaluation of microvascular disturbances in RD and associated complications. Spectral properties of cutaneous blood flow vary due to the pathological process in the microcirculation system. The developed technique, proposed criteria and the decision rule have high sensitivity and specificity and can be used in clinical application for functional evaluation of blood flow regulation and diagnosis of microvascular disturbances associated with RD.
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